Summary

1. Was the information at the Roundtable presented clearly?

![Bar chart showing responses]

- Strongly Disagree: 1 0 0%
- 2 0 0%
- 3 1 14.3%
- 4 2 28.6%
- Strongly Agree: 5 4 57.1%

Comments (optional)

2. Will you use the information presented in your daily work?

![Bar chart showing responses]

- Strongly Disagree: 1 0 0%
- 2 1 14.3%
Comments (optional)

The PIP Findings and Recommendations were presented well but I don't think everyone came away with exactly "What" they are expected to do "Now". So much depends on the actual system and how it is going to work. Much more depends on faculty who will actually use it and what expectations are placed on them to use it.

3. What did you like most about this Roundtable?

power point slide very helpful to follow along
PIP discussion
Informative and help to be prepared to use the new feature and functionality of the system.
I was interested on the topics as I am not familiar with RA
Clear presentations, ability to discuss topics and questions

4. What could have improved this Roundtable?

these roundtables should be a place where we ALL can speak our opinions and suggestions/ideas.

n/a

More information on slides / topics beforehand so that we can prepare questions.
The audience should be given the opportunity and lead time to submit questions before the presentation. Usually when the presentation is over and presenter asks if there are any questions it catches people off guard and

5. What topics would you like presented at future Roundtables?

GSR's appt - especially GSI/GSR combos, also various fellowships and supplemental funding;

n/a

Cost Share Reporting
I would like to see more All-staff Roundtables where Jeff Bokor, Cathy, Cynthia, and Jennifer present and keep us up to date on important CSS and campus issues that effect ERSO. Rountables where one or more faculty come to talk about their research and their experience working with ERSO. Rountables presented by each functional unit providing updates and important process changes or tips on what holds up processes Line staff could present what a typical work day is like for them in Travel/Entertainment - HR - Payroll - IT - Purchasing - Shipping and Receiving - Research Administration. More frequent Rountables that other campus units are invited to present (SPO, CGA, Department MSO's,